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Abstract
Project management is a crucial aspect of product development. There is a need
for better project management tools to help product development teams meet their
schedule, budget, and technical requirements more accurately with the given
uncertainty of each product development project.
This thesis is a case study of a Critical Chain implementation. The
implementation included the creation of project networks and Critical Chain
schedules for each development project studied in this thesis. Once the schedules
were in place, the teams developed the products following Critical Chain Project
Management (CCPM).
The theory behind CCPM has merit but the culture change necessary to achieve a
competitive was found challenging in practice. In this thesis, the author studied
CCPM from two perspectives: project management and resource management.
The team demonstrated both perspectives to an extent, but four months was not
enough time. CCPM appeared to improve performance of each project, but the
resource management goals of the thesis were not as successful.
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Glossary
ABP time. Aggressive but possible time estimate. This means if everything were to go
well this is a time estimate that could be met.
Component Integrated Product Team (CIPT) - Team responsible for execution
of the program requirements for their assigned module.
Engineering Standard Work. Work instructions and process requirements that have
been standardized at Pratt & Whitney for the execution of a particular task.
Feeding Buffer. A buffer that protects the critical chain at the point of integration.
HP time. Highly probable time estimate. This is the time you would expect to spend
on a task with variability. This is the time estimate you would have confidence in
meeting the majority of the time.
Integration. A place in a Critical Chain network where more than one task is required
to start the next task.
Integrated Product Team (IPT) - A cross functional team that designs,
manufactures, and validates components that they deliver.
Multitasking. The practice of giving someone more than one task to do without
clear priority on which task to work.
Part Family Manager (PFM) - The resource manager in the business center
responsible for (IPT) performance.
Project. A series of tasks with interdependencies that delivery a product or service of
value.
Project Buffer. This is a buffer that contains the aggregated safety of the project. The
project buffer is monitored to determine the health of the project.
Project Network. A task-level process map a project will be managed and executed
by. This will include the interdependencies, resources, and task times that are needed
to carry out the task.
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Chapter 1 Improving Product Development Performance
Motivation
There is a need for better project management tools to help integrated product development
teams (IPT) meet their schedule, budget, and technical requirements more accurately with the
given uncertainty of each product development project. The goal is to shorten the
development time of a new product without sacrificing the technical scope of the project.
Project management is a crucial aspect of product development. While each component and
part has dimensional tolerances to account for part-to-part variation, a project schedule is not
able to manage uncertainty in the same manner. Typically, teams estimate projects based on
past performance, then check against the requirements of the individual program. Once the
project kicks off, the team estimates the durations of each task in the project. This estimation
process generally produces a "padded" schedule to make sure each task estimate includes
"safety" to account for uncertainty. Despite this fact, products rarely deliver ahead of
schedule. Most products deliver either late or - in a best-case scenario - on time. Often
product development teams generate a schedule that exceeds the customer requirements. This
schedule forces customer delivery requirements onto the product development team.
Unrealistic schedules force the team to accept a shorter development time to meet the
program requirements, which result in a reduction of scope or an over budget product
development project.
Objectives
The Stator Business Center (SBC) currently manages thirty five to forty projects at any given
time for their internal customers. In the SBC's business environment, projects and programs
turn on and shut off very quickly. This dynamic environment puts extreme demand on
resource management and it impact teams working on multiple projects. By using Critical
Chain project management the Stator Business Center seeks to improve it's resource
management and project performance.
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This thesis has several objectives.
1. Improve Productivity (more with less resources)
2. Improve Schedule Performance
3. Provide visibility to Resource Loads
4. Show impacts of new project on existing projects
For this pilot, there were two areas the Stator Business Center utilized to test different
objectives. The Fabricated High Pressure Compressor (HPC) team demonstrated multiple
project management and resource impacts. These case studies yielded data on all four
objectives: Productivity, schedule performance, resource requirements, and new project
impacts. The stand-alone project worked in a different group. The stand-alone project (JSF
Stator 3) demonstrated how effective the Critical Chain project management tool was for a
"one of kind" product development. The JSF stator 3 project provided data on two of the
objectives: productivity and schedule performance.
Historical Data
In order to measure improvements in productivity the team established a baseline. The team
collected data from interviews, surveys, and past development programs. The past
development programs were projects executed in the Stator Business Center within the past
five years and perceived as typical development projects. The team conducted surveys to
measure the current project management behaviors in the Stator Business Center. The survey
obtained ratings from 1 to 5 based on whether the person strongly agreed-5 or strongly
disagreed-1 with the question. The mean and standard deviation show the average rating and
the amount scatter that was collected in the response data. In addition, the team interviewed
participants on an on going basis throughout the four-month implementation.
The surveys were given to two groups of users: IPT members and resource managers. The
author gave baseline IPT surveys to each person in the Stator Business Center that was not
participating in the CCPM implementation. The SBC consists of approximately forty people.
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(Not including the test group). The team received a response rate of 3 8% on the survey from
the SBC control group. The experimental group was the HPC Fabricated Stator group made
up of approximately twelve people. The Resource Manager survey was a group of only three.
Each resource manager took the survey prior to the SBC embarking on Critical Chain. The
response rate was 100%.
Project Start
Date
Commit
Date
JSF Stator 3 1/15/02 4/30/03
JSF Stator 2 1/15/02 4/30/03
JSF Stator 7 & 8 2/18/02 3/23/03
F1 19 Stator 2 3/17/96 8/17/03
F119 Stator 3
F229 Stator 3
3/17/96
9/1/02
Actual
Delivery
Date
Budget
vs. Plan
3/23/03 Y
Full
Scope
I Yaz I
8/12/03
I No I
PW232 Stator 3 7/1/00 110/12/00 12/1/00 G Yes
Figure 1. Baseline project performance
Green - Delivered under the projected to requirements
- Delivered within 15% of projected budged, schedule, or scope
Red - Delivered Over plan requirements (15% +)
Productivity
The measures of productivity used to evaluate the projects were budget performance and the
baseline behaviors measured. Budget performance showed that 43% of the projects were on
target or under spent to the plan, 43% were less than 15% overspent, and one project 14% was
in the red (overspent by more than 15%). Interviews with Pratt & Whitney cost managers
confirmed high variability on budget performance depending on the group, project
complexity, and project leader. No pattern or trend in financial performance emerged.
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1/21/05 | TBD I Y
Productivity Results Baseline Std.
Post-CCPM Deviation
I am required to work several tasks at once 4.3 .5
11 must multi-task in order to do my job effectively 1 4.1 .d
Figure 2. Baseline Survey Results -
Productivity
Figure 2 shows each of the IPT members agree that multi-tasking is required to be
productive. The standard deviation shows that data was consistent. (See appendix for
complete survey results).
Schedule Performance
The data showed that two out of six projects or 28% delivered to schedule. Two projects
(28%) were "yellow" to schedule, and the remaining 57% of projects were late to schedule.
From the data shown above in Figure 1, the Stator business center delivers projects at the
due date or later. A pattern of reduced scope emerged. Only 28% of the projects delivered on
the planned scope. Insight from interviews indicated that reduced scope allowed teams to
diminish schedule impacts. Interview statements also cited numerous cases of expediting and
extra effort was necessary to pull delivery dates close to the customer requirements. Another
behavior interviews uncovered was that the organization had become proficient at re-planning
development projects that were not going to meet the requirements. Re-planning improved
the perceived schedule performance.
Visibility to Resource loads
The data for resource visibility and management was through survey and interviews. The
interview results indicated that PFMs needed a better way to manage resources. Survey results
showed that the Part Family Managers (PFM) were aware of resource loads and constraints.
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However, the surveys also indicated there was not a tool available for active resource
management. Figure 3 responses show that for each question the PFM "agrees", except for
2.5 score on the resource management tool. These responses indicate that the managers feel
that they understand the resource loading and constraints on their teams.
Resource Management Baseline Rating
I have access to the resources and other IPTs to 4
complete my tasks
I am aware of current resource loads per 4
discipline
I have a good tool for resource management 2.5
I am aware of resource capacity constraints 4
Figure 3. Resource Management -
Baseline Results
Impact on Existing Projects Baseline Rating
I am able to pull resource from project to project 3ithout affecting delivery dates
IPT members must support multiple programs 3
I can forecast the effects of resource conflicts 3
Figure 4. Impact on Existing Projects -
PFM Baseline Results
Quantifying the impacts of new work on existing project work was a difficult measure, because
there was no available experience or data. The data shown above (Figure 4) reflects a
"neutral" answer to all three questions. The PFMs were not sure how resource management
decisions were impacting the current product development projects in each group. Interviews
with Part Family Managers, SBC Manager, and CIPT leaders confirmed that the impact on
current work was unknown.
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Discussion: Implementation
The Stator Business Center was looking for improved performance in product development.
By improving in the areas of productivity, schedule performance, resource management
(manpower loading), and increasing the visibility of how new work impacts existing projects,
the SBC would improve product development performance.
One of the baseline results that stood out from the survey was that team members enjoy
working multiple tasks. Team members feel required to work multiple tasks. Multi-tasking
will cause inefficiency with regards to the project completion. These behaviors contradict the
necessary behaviors that are required for CCPM.
Effective resource management is imperative to improving product development
performance. The resource managers were aware of resource loads and limitations but were
unaware of how their decisions impacted existing projects. The resource managers (PFM)
were looking for a tool that allows them to actively manage resources.
Collecting valid data from a resource management standpoint was a concern. There were only
three PFMs to collect baseline data and only one PFM that participated in the CCPM
implementation. There were a variety of influences that could affect projects from a resource
management perspective: customers, workloads, management styles, and projects scope. The
author understood that this would be only one data point from a resource management
standpoint and considered this when forming conclusions.
Improving product development performance is critical to surviving in the global environment
that Pratt & Whitney competes. Based on the historical data gathered, it appeared that there
was a great opportunity to improve competitiveness by improving the project management
skills. Historical projects performed poorly in delivering scope, unpredictably in cost, and
frequently late in schedule.
Pratt & Whitney's Stator Business Center
The author conducted this case study at Pratt & Whitney's Stator Business Center in North
Berwick, Maine. Pratt & Whitney, North Berwick is a self-supporting manufacturing facility
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that produces a wide variety of turbine engine parts for JT8, JT9, PW2000, PW4000, V2500,
TF30, F135, F119, F135 and F100 engine models. It is an 875,000 square foot manufacturing
facility.
The facility operates as a fully independent cost center of Pratt & Whitney, Division of United
Technologies and is organized around five major product lines: Low Pressure Compressor
Stators; High Compressor Stators; High Pressure Turbine Outer Air Seals; Low Pressure
Turbine Blades and Vanes; and Bearing Housings, TOBI Ducts and Seals. Manufacturing
capabilities include a variety of metal joining, machining, heat treat, and coating processes
performed by operators and technicians.
Research focused on the Stator Business Center products. The Stator Business Center is
organized into three distinct part families supporting similar product platforms: Fabricated
High Pressure Compressor (HPC), Cast HPC, and Fan / Low Pressure Compressor (LPC)
stators. North Berwick's SBC develops both military and commercial stators.
The Stator Business Center supports production, development, and overhaul services.
Product development requirements flow from Component Integrated Product Teams (CIPT).
The CIPT is accountable for cost, delivery, and performance to the program. Each Integrated
Product Team (IPT) receives these module level requirements, which reside in each of the
product families. The IPT is the level at which each individual development project is
managed. A resource manager called a Part Family Manager (PFM) provides the resources for
each IPT.
For this pilot, it was determined that the Fabricated HPC stator group would be used as the
testing ground for multiple project management with theory of constraints project
management tools. The Fabricated HPC team managed their entire planned workload using
Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM). In addition, the LPC stator team tracked one
stand-alone project using Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM).
Each part family consists of a Part Family Manager (PFM), Project, Design, Product
Definition, and Structures discipline engineers. In the matrix organization, not all the other
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supporting disciplines report directly to the PFM. Supporting the Stator Business center in
North Berwick are the manufacturing, purchasing, and quality departments. Other supporting
disciplines outside of the SBC that play significant roles in product development are as follows:
Aerodynamics, Systems, Applied Mechanics, suppliers, and vendors.
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Chapter 2 Critical Chain Concepts
Introduction
Eliyahu Goldratt introduced the concepts behind Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM)
in his business novel Critical Chain written in 1997. CCPM accounts for task variability,
resources contention, and human behavior in its methodology.
The Critical Chain is the set of tasks that take the longest duration accounting for resource
dependencies (see Figure 11). Critical Chain tasks control the project duration and do not
change for the life of the project. The Critical Chain schedule builds from back-to-front as
opposed to front-to-back in Critical Path scheduling. By working backwards, the algorithm
creates a schedule that minimizes resource conflicts. When a resource conflict does occur, the
critical chain schedule will break the contention and slide the task to an earlier start time.
Critical chain contends to eliminate human behavior detrimental to project management. The
behaviors CCPM focuses on are:
" Parkinson's Law
* Student Syndrome
* Multi-Tasking
Using CCPM, the team is able to use early task completions to offset late task completions by
eliminating Parkinson's Law behavior. Parkinson's Law states that a practitioner will fill in the
task time with work regardless of whether the task requirements are complete. Task owners
feel they deliver a better product by working longer on the task. Parkinson's Law behavior
causes unnecessary requirements and feature creep. These added features delay the progress
of the project and may add cost.
While some people estimate projects poorly, most projects actually waste the safety time
embedded in each task estimate. The safety time is wasted working other projects, multi-
tasking, or exhibiting Parkinson's Law behavior and/or Student Syndrome behavior. Student
syndrome occurs when the practitioner delays a task until the last possible moment. In this
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situation, the practitioner believes there is enough time for the task, but by the time the task
starts, there is only time to complete the task by the due date or late. This procrastination does
not allow the task to complete early to protect variability that may occur in other tasks. Both
of these behaviors waste the safety time that is inherent to every project schedule. In the case
of the student syndrome, any task variability will cause a belated delivery of the task, and the
next task in the project absorbs the schedule hit.
In critical chain, behaviors eliminate multi-tasking to create more resource capacity and to
shorten project cycle times. Multi-tasking occurs when a practitioner attempts to work multiple
tasks simultaneously. By working several tasks at once, the additional setup and set down
times lengthen the duration of each task. Critical chain employs a behavior from lean
manufacturing -- First-In-First-Out (FIFO) - to eliminate multi-tasking.
The critical chain methodology removes the safety from each task and aggregates the safety in
a project buffer at the end of the project. CCPM behaviors allow the aggregated buffer to
reduction because some tasks will complete early and some late. CCPM proposes removing
the safety from the buffers. The removal of this safety is what decreases the project duration
without increasing the schedule risk.
Task Variability
CCPM addresses project variability and complexity by the use of variable task times and
buffers. CCPM estimates each task's duration in two ways: aggressive but possible (ABP) and
highly probable (HP). The ABP time is the duration put into the schedule for that task. The
remaining task duration (HP time - ABP time) resides in a buffer at the end of the project or
feeding path. A feeding buffer protects the critical chain at the point of integration, while the
project buffer protects the entire project. CCPM sizes all buffers for % the safety removed.
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Probability of Task Duration Time
0
Ile
A B C
Task Duration
ABP Time Even with a major
Possibly one can meet this disaster this time
time, even with some surprises. is highly achievable,
50% of the outcomes are less than and is commonly
this, 50% are greater. used.
Highly probable (HP)
Figure 5. Task Variability Diagram
Figure 5 shows three task times: A, B, and C. Task time A is the shortest possible duration
required to complete the task. Task time B is the ABP time. The ABP time is an estimate of
the duration that would have a 50:50 chance of being completed. Task time C is the HP time.
The HP time is an estimate of the duration that would have an 80%-90% chance of being
completed. The exact probability for each task is not required to build an accurate schedule.
The aggregated buffer will handle estimation error.
Integration tasks feed information to critical chain tasks. Integration tasks use feeding buffers
to prevent task variability from affecting the Critical Chain. The feeding buffer contains
variability required in that particular sequence of tasks, called a feeder chain. This feeding
buffer gives the Critical Chain two layers of protection from delay. The feeding buffer and the
gap that created between the feeding buffer and the critical chain task. As the project executes,
project buffer consumption tasks shifts critical chain tasks deeper into the schedule, creating
gaps between the feeding buffers and integration points.
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Structures
Resource
10 days
Systems
SIntegration
10 days
Product
Definition
10 days
Figure 6. Task Integration
The feeding buffers eliminate complexity and resource conflicts from the project. The
probability of not completing each task on time increases with the number of tasks that feed
the integration. The number of integration tasks in the project also adds complexity to
managing a project. Resolving resource contentions and adding feeding buffers to the
integration tasks increases the probability of completing each task in the feeder path without
causing a delayed start to a critical chain task. By resolving resource contentions and adding
feeding buffers, managing the project becomes less complex because of the reduced number
of tasks working simultaneously. Having fewer tasks in progress simplifies project
management.
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Figure 6 shows four tasks that must be completed prior to systems integration. This is
more complex than completing one task in order to begin systems integration. In Figure 7,
there are four tasks but a project manager (PM) only needs to manage two resources
(structures and aerodynamics) prior to the start of product definition. This resource
management is not as complex as managing four tasks from four different resources. These
examples demonstrate the different kinds of complexity in development projects. In CCPM,
breaking the resource contention and adding feeding buffers to integration points of the
project mitigate these complexities.
Fiue7 ak&Resource treedny
Product
Definition
Resource
Structures20dy
Resource-
10 days
Figure 7. Task & Resource Interdependency.
Critical Chain emphasizes working in a "relay runner" fashion to take advantage of early
completions; it uses aggregated safety for the project rather than adding the safety to each task.
By utilizing this relay runner method the practitioner eliminates setup time, set down time,
multi-tasking, Parkinson's Law, and Student Syndrome. In the relay runner approach, the
practitioner will focus on that task until the task is complete. This eliminates multi-tasking that
slows down each task and delays the project.
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Task B
10 days
Task C
10 days
Figure 8. Serial Tasks
Tasks executed in series eliminate setup time and set down time. As shown in Figure 8,
each task works in a serial fashion. Tasks execute in a FIFO method, unless it is a critical
chain task. Critical chain tasks always take priority because these tasks are what control the
project duration. For example, if all three tasks (A, B, & C) were available on the same day,
FIFO allows task A to complete in ten days, task B to complete in a total of twenty days, and
task C would complete in a total of thirty days.
Figure 9 shows how multi-tasking will affect each task. Task A now takes a total duration
of twenty days; Task B will take a total duration of twenty-five days; and Task C still takes
the original thirty-day duration. The multi-tasking delayed the completion of two of the
tasks. Figure 9 does not account for setup and set down time that occur each time the task
stops prior to completion. Many of today's product development companies utilize a matrix
organization with team members supporting many projects. The matrix organization is an
environment in which multi-tasking is the norm. By eliminating the behavior the
practitioner will decrease the task durations on each task, thus improving project
performance. The project's performance will increase while the individual resource
utilization may decrease.
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B C
5 days 5 days
B C
5 days 5 days
20 days
25 days
P 30 days
Figure 9. Effects of Multi-tasking
The key to Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM) is upfront planning. CCPM uses value
stream mapping and task interdependencies to create a project network. Figure 10 shows an
example of task interdependency for a project network. This project network creates the
process for the Critical Chain schedule. The Critical Chain is the longest chain of work
accounting for resource and task dependencies.
Figure 10. Task Interdependency
Structures
Resource
10 days
Structures
Resource
10 days
Systems
Integration
10 days
Product
Definition
Resource
20 days
Structures
----+ Resource 
-
10 days
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The Critical Chain algorithm levels resources and reviews task durations from back to front to
create the Critical Chain in Figure 11. The red line indicates the critical chain. The feeding
buffers and gaps in the Critical Chain protect the Critical Chain. For simplicity, size the
buffers for one half the task durations shown in Figure 10. The project buffer is calculated as
one half the safety removed from the Critical Chain tasks. By looking at the time frames in
Figure 10, we can calculate the critical chain duration.
Structures (10) + Aerodynamics (10)+ Aerodynamics (10) + Systems Integration (10) = total
duration of 40 days.
CCPM takes one half the time frames and puts them in the schedule. In this case, it would be
five days for each task on the critical chain. The other portion of the duration goes into the
project buffer. Finally, remove one half the safety from the project buffer. The integration
points have feeding buffers that protect the Critical Chain. In this example, the feeding
buffers (FB) were sized by taking one half the task time. Figure 11 shows feeding buffer and
gap of protection critical chain tasks in the project. The blue feeding buffers protect the points
of integration. There is a gap on the Critical Chain between the two Aerodynamics tasks. The
feeding buffer required by the product definition task causes this gap. The project buffer
protects the entire project. From Figure 11 above, we see the total Critical Chain duration is
thirty days. By using the aggregated buffer, the critical chain is able to shorten cycle times
without increasing risk when compared to Critical Path scheduling methods.
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Structures
Resource
5 days
55 days
Buffe r e ge et nais,
Product
Definition
Resource
Structuresi 10 days
;Osd()f Resource
5 days
Figure 11. Critical Chain Schedule
Buffer Management
CCPM manages each project by monitoring the project buffer. Frequent project updates are
required for real-time project management. The project buffer size comes from one half the
difference between the HP and ABP times (1 /2*(HP-ABP)) of each task. CCPM removes the
safety using the 50% rule of thumb. Most tasks will complete somewhere between the ABP
and HP times allowing 50% of the safety removed from the task times to be a good starting
point. The buffer sizing can become too complex when the 50% rule of thumb is "close
enough" to work. Variability consumes each project's buffer during the life of the project.
CCPM monitors the buffer to make sure the buffer consumption rate is appropriate. CCPM
divides the project buffer into three zones: Green, Yellow, and Red. When a project is the in
the green zone of the buffer it is using the predicted variability. The project is on schedule. If
the project buffer moves into the yellow zone the project team should create an action plan to
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recover buffer. However, no action is required because variability in the right direction could
bring the project back into the green zone of the buffer. If the project buffer moves into the
red zone the team must implement the action plans created while the project was in the yellow
buffer zone. The action plan should recover duration on the Critical Chain.
For a project buffer of 18 days, the project buffer would be broken into the zones shown in
Figure 12 at the beginning of the project. These buffer zones would change as the project
progressed.
No Action Create Action Plan
6 days 6 days
Figure 12. Project Buffer Zones
Multiple Projects
Multiple-project management with CCPM gives a resource manager the capability of managing
resources from a systems perspective. CCPM resource management allows projects to
complete more efficiently. CCPM manages multiple projects by synchronizing the projects
based on a common resource. Goldratt calls this resource the "drum resource." The
synchronization of projects uses the drum resource to create resource gaps by staggering the
projects. For synchronization, a resource must exist in each project to be successful. By
synchronizing on this resource, CCPM prevents resource contention across multiple projects.
Breaking the resource contention allows the resources to naturally level their workload and
work in the relay runner behaviors. The relay runner behavior allows projects to complete
faster!
The resource manger can view resource loads in a multi-project implementation to see which
resources limit capacity and where in the project peak loadings occur. This resource capacity
data allows the resource manager to effectively manage an unplanned event that will delay a
project. Reviewing the project buffer status of each project allows the resource manager the
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choice of to puffing resources from projects with green buffers. Because resource managers
are aware of resource requirements for each project, they can effectively move resources as
required. Multiple project simulations demonstrate the effects of pulling resources from
projects. CCPM increases the efficiency of resource management allowing the resource
manager to complete tasks sooner and at lower cost.
Task Iteration
Many times in product development, task iteration is inherent to the process. CCPM models
task iterations the same way that it estimated task variability. Estimate an ABP iteration time
and an HP iteration time. If there are going to be multiple iterations then model each iteration
with a corresponding ABP and HP time.
Analyzda Arfoil Analyzda Arfoil
Figure 13. Task Iteration Modeling
Figure 13 shows a series of tasks that involve iteration on an airfoil design. Each task time
used a ten-day estimate. By modeling each step in the iteration, CCPM models the iteration
much the same way as a non-iterative task. In this example, there were only two iterations. In
the case of much iteration, the user estimates the number of iterations and enters the first ABP
iteration duration in the network diagram. Then Critical Chain sizes the project buffer to
account for the HP iteration times.
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Chapter 3 Critical Chain Implementation
"Ifyou are not patient, then you will not be successful" - David Geiger, The Boeing
Company.
Introduction
The goal of this thesis was to evaluate a critical chain implementation from two perspectives:
multiple project management and a single product development. The implementation team
used multiple projects CCPM to evaluate the resource management objectives of this thesis.
The team used the stand-alone project USF stator 3) and the multiple projects to evaluate
CCPM from a cost and schedule perspective.
In July 2003, the Fabricated Stator group had the most planned development work. For this
reason the team identified the Fabricated Stator group as the test site for the multiple project
implementation. The team executed the following tasks using CCPM:
" XTC68 Rig Stators 5, 6, 7& 8
" XTC68 Core Stators 5,6, 7& 8
" GG8 Stator 8 & 9
" TF33 Exit Guide Vane
" Level of Effort Tasks
o Design Review Support
o Cost Reduction Support
" JSF Instrumented 3 rd Stator (Stand-alone LPC / Fan project)
Software Selection
Pratt and Whitney's Stator Business Center used Sciforma's PS8 software for the pilot
implementation. For this pilot, the implementation team wanted different software than what
was currently in use at Pratt & Whitney. The existing project management software at Pratt &
Whitney does not support critical chain. The new software needed to be stand-alone software
to eliminate installation complexity. Eliminating complexity would allow the users to absorb
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the lessons and behaviors required more easily. There are enterprise level software packages
available for Critical Chain, but the team determined that the learning curve and financial cost
would be too great. By using stand-alone software that could monitor our projects, the cost
was for our evaluation. Scitor's PS8 was found to be the right combination of software, cost,
and ease of implementation for this pilot.
Implementation Guide
The author wrote this section to be a guide for implementing Critical Chain. The author
wrote this portion of the thesis with Pratt & Whiney "part families" in mind. (Though it is
generic enough for use in any product development organization). It is highly recommended
that a trained facilitator familiar with Critical Chain concepts be involved with any project.
Pratt & Whitney's Stator Business Center created these implementation guidelines based on
the "quick start" program led by the AGI Goldratt Institute. The team used data and feedback
to continuously improved the implementation process.
Implementation Process
1. Process Leadership
2. Team Training
3. The First Project
4. Network Creation
5. Resource Identification
6. Estimating Task Times
7. Critical Chain Scheduling
8. Project Synchronization
9. Managing by Critical Chain
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Step 1: Process Leadership
Change begins with support from the top of the organization. The group's leadership team
must understand Critical Chain concepts. The leadership team should actively participate in
the training, implementation, and the execution phase of critical chain. The first step should
be CCPM leadership awareness training.
The SBC partipants read Goldraft's "Critical Chain". We then sought the expertise of a consultant for
concept education and hands-on demonstrations. In our case, the expert was Dee Jacobfrom the AGI Goldratt
Institute. The SBC leadership team partidpated in the overview training and hands on activities. This
included SBC manager, PFMs, Change Agent, and support members.
Identify an experienced change agent to help with the execution of this plan, because changing
behaviors will be the challenging part of the implementation. The change agent must remain
neutral towards the project content during the implementation. Behavior coaching and
facilitating are the roles of the change agent. The change agent should let the process owners
settle any differences that arise during the process. The project manager and the IPT members
need to be the content owners of the project. A minimum of two experts are required to
implement a pilot consisting of four to six projects. Prior to launch, ask the following
questions to the management team:
* What results is your organization looking for?
o Resource Management tool
o Project Management tool
o Productivity Improvement
o Delivery Performance
o Impact of multiple projects
o Reduced Cycle time
" What types of projects are available for this implementation?
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o Product Development
o Process Improvement
* What success criteria would you like to measure?
o Labor Hours
o Commit Dates
o Resource Capacity
o Overtime reduction
o Cycle time
Once the SBC leadership agreed to sponsor the cost and dedicate resources, the
implementation team was ready to move to the next step in the implementation.
Step 2: Team Training
Goal: Team understanding of concepts and willingness to try them.
Required resource for this step:
1. Resource manager
2. Leadership team
3. IPT members
4. Support resources outside of the organization
This step requires an instructor with CCPM knowledge and demonstrations to maximize
training effectiveness. Team training should begin with a systemic understanding of the
problems inherent to project management. The leader of the organization should explain why
this implementation is necessary. Follow this explanation by an introduction to Theory of
Constraints and systemic project management. Hands on activities to demonstrate the
concepts are effective. The AGI Goldratt Institute used several activities that simulate Critical
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Chain, project planning, multi-tasking, resource leveling, and project execution. These hands
on activities are key to gaining buy-in and understanding.
Step 3: The First Project
Goal: Choose a project that will serve as a template for future work and allow the
development of the behavior required to demonstrate success.
Ideally, the leadership team should pick a project that is representative of a typical product
development project. In order to maximize the effect of Critical Chain the team should be
success oriented and have the time to execute this plan. The team must own the process and
the schedule.
During Pratt & Whitne's first project, IPT ownershp of the project network was a problem. The lack of
ownershp stemmedfrom the lack ofparcpation and ownershp from Step 2. The IPT perceived the facilitator
and change agent as the process owners. This perception was a serious problem. The Change Agent needs to be
careful not to become the process owner. The individual IPT andproject manager must take ownershp!
The team will use this project as a springboard for templates and learning. Choose a simple
but representative project that will allow the team short-term "victories" to provide
motivation. For example, in the case of the SBC the ideal project would be a redesign or new
design of a single stage stator. This project would allow a template to be prepared that could
be utilized for any stator or combination of stators. Learning how to use CCPM on one stage made
the transition to multple stages much easier.
Project # 1 XTC68 Stators 5, 6, 7 & 8
The XTC68 was a growth version of the JSF F135 engine. The XTC program was going to
utilize a rig engine to demonstrate performance margin for the F-135 program. A rig engine is
a test engine in which the stators will have geometry that will allow different stagger angles to
be tested. The optimization of stagger angle then allows the team to design and manufacture
the fixed "core" hardware. The XTC68 project was at the end of the conceptual design phase
at the time of implementation. The project included design, manufacture, and support.
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The XTC68 task was initially eight stages of stators. A rig engine that consisted of four stages
of stators and a core engine with four stages of fixed stators. This program was highly volatile
and schedule was aggressive. This made having the team members available for a proper
implementation difficult. This integrated product team (IPT) was also overloaded and in the
middle of a preliminary design review at the time the implementation was started.
Project # 2 GG8 Stator 8 & 9
The second project entered into our CCPM was the GG8 stator 8 & 9. GG8 Stator 8 & 9 was
a land-based turbine that was redesigning two stages for some field issues. The goal of the task
was to incorporate manufacturing improvements to increase life of current design. This project
began with the project planning, design, and fabrication of hardware.
Project # 3 TF33 Exit Guide Vane
The TF33 exit guide vane was a redesign of the configuration. The exit guide vane had
durability issues, so the team redesigned the assembly using the existing airfoil and shroud
forgings. To address the wear problem this task incorporates a change to the assembly. The
SBC had successfully incorporated this assembly change in another engine line to address
similar problems. When the critical chain pilot began, the TF33 project was underway and
entering the fabrication stage of the product development process.
Project # 4 JSF Instrumented Stator 3
The instrumented stator 3 was a project that did not fit in the fan product platform. This
stator assembly was to combine an instrumented stainless steel vane details with a titanium
casting. The project assembles the vane details and casting to run in a test engine to analyze
aerodynamic performance.
Typically, IPTs design an instrumented stator entirely from stainless steel and run in a rig
engine. The instrumentation requires "trenching" and holes in the vanes, which would cause
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the Titanium (fi) vanes in the existing configuration to fail. This requirement and the
schedule challenged the IPT to form a design that inserts stainless steel vanes into an existing
Ti casting. This assembled configuration was a first for the SBC.
Project # 5 Level of Effort Tasks
Introduction
In order to view total resource loads in the Fabricated stator group, the resource manager
wanted all the planned development work to be loaded into PS8. This work included tasks
that were a level of effort support and did not warrant a typical network and critical chain
schedule formulation. The team added these tasks as level loaded effort to support the
following tasks:
" Design review PW4000 Inner Air Seals
" Design review PW400 Nickel Braze
" Cost Reduction tasks
These tasks required the HPC group to provide an engineer to support an effort or prepare a
presentation.
Step 4: Creating the Project Network
Resources required for this step:
1. Project manager
2. Internal Customers (CIPT)
3. Organization Leadership
4. Core IPT members
The first step in network creation is to determine the boundaries of the project. This includes
determining:
1. Project deliverables - Hardware delivery, bench testing, documentation
2. Project Requirements - delivery dates, cost, weight, etc...
3. Project Scope
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In order to plan a project the team must grasp the deliverables. Here are some example
questions:
" What exactly are the deliverables, the dates, and scope?
" Is lab testing required as part of the product development?
* Does the change require engine testing?
* What type of documentation package is required?
* When is the project complete? Hardware delivery? Documentation submittal?
" What happens if cost is over run?
" What are the ground rules?
The team must have a clear understanding of exactly what the technical and program
requirements are in order to map a process. Determine the project end where it logically
makes sense. For example, the XTC68 program at Pratt & Whitney originally contained using
a rig engine to help determine final vane angles for the design of a core engine. The original
project included the design and test of the rig parts to running the core engine. Then the
program delayed core engine financing three years. Because of this delay, it did not make
sense to track the whole project from rig engine to core delivery. The near term deliverable
was the rig engine. Therefore, the team reduced the scope of the project to only the rig
hardware development. A longer project produces a larger project buffer and better protects
from small variations. Be careful to make sure the project scope and size make sense. In this
case, a systems level schedule would have caused a late delivery of the stators to the rig engine.
This conflict is one of the difficulties with implementing CCPM in a localized portion of the
organization.
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Creating the Project Network Diagram
Resources required for this step:
1. Facilitator
2. Two resources familiar with the project and processes that will work the project (For
example: project engineer and a design engineer).
3. Access to a large size plotter
4. A secluded environment with plenty of wall space to hang the network plots
5. Print out of the standard procedures and processes followed during product
development. (At Pratt & Whitney, this is ESW).
A network is a model of the task relationships the project follows to make a schedule. The
network links the task relationships. There are two types of "must have" task relationships
considered during the creation of the network:
1. I cannot start task A without task B
2. If I start task A without task B there will be a sacrifice in quality, an increase in risk or
rework, or an increase in time.
When building the project network use "must have" and "in order to" verbal descriptors.
The project network builds in reverse order starting from the "project complete" task. See
Figure 14 for an example.
"In order to complete the project, I must have systems integration complete."
"In order to complete systems integration I must complete Design, Structures, Aerodynamics,
and product definition."
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Structures
Integration
Product
Definition
Figure 14. Network Building
At this point in the example, pick one task such as product definition and follow it back as far
as possible capturing all the integration tasks in that series of tasks. Then complete the other
branches in reverse order, like the Aerodynamics (Figure 14), until all the braches are
complete. Keep repeating this process to capture all the tasks for each of the branches. The
network mapped becomes the optimal process for executing that project to eliminate rework,
risk, and iteration.
* Tasks should start with an action word that describes the task
" Add the standard process reference numbers to the task boxes
" Add the project name to the end of the task name.
In our experience the task wording is extremely important. Task wording should be simple enough to
understand, but detaikd enoughfor each individual task. Ourfirst team struggled with the terminology because
the task wording was confusing.
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113 114 i-5
Create models and drawings for Check vane detail prints Stainless Release vane detail prints Stainless
vane details Stainless Steel Stator 3-- - - - Steel Stator 3 - -- - Steel Stator 3
32 Drafter 31 Drafting Checker 31 Drafting Checker
18d 36d -6d 9d 2h _ 4h
Figure 15. Task Box Example
The level of detail for each task should be broken down to the level that requires inputs or
outputs to another discipline or interacting task. For example, in Figure 15 there are three
drafting tasks. A drafter completes task 113, a drafting checker completes task 114 & 115.
Since there are no other inputs from other disciplines, this could become one box called
"Create, check, release vane detail prints". In this case, two separate resources perform these
tasks so the tasks were broken out for accounting reasons.
Creating the appropriate amount of detail in the project network is important. Make sure
there is enough detail to drive the CCPM behaviors. Make sure the detail allows enough
flexibility to deal with small amounts of iteration and process change.
There is a high probability that in step 7 of the implementation process, the ideal network will
not meet the customer schedule demands. The creation of the project network should
maximize the value stream. Step 7 covers Critical Chain schedule analysis. In step 7,
analyzing the Critical Chain tasks will reduce the schedule duration without adding risk.
The reason behind having two resources create the network is to complete the majority of
work without tying up many resources for a long duration. Two perspectives and a facilitator
allow creation of 70% - 80% of the network without input from other resources. CCPM calls
for the remainder of the team and stakeholders later in the process to add the missing details
and content.
Once the project network is complete, quality checks working from back-to-front then go
front-to-back. When the project appears to have 75%-80 % of the process content, the team
checked the network against boundaries and requirements.
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Hint: If there are a series of 5 - 6 tasks without an input or output then a missed integration
may exist. Alternatively, the team is putting too much detail into the network.
The next step is to compare the project network with existing procedures. In the SBC, the IPTs
compared project network to engineering standard work. The implementation team added the procedures or
standard work identifiers to the task box. This documentation removes complexiy for the practiioner.
XTC68 Network Creation
The team created the first network with the help of Dee Jacob from the AGI Goldratt
Institute under their "quick start" program. The team began with review of the ground rules,
schedule, and technical requirements of the project. This meeting included SBC leadership
and the project manager for the XTC68. The team built the network to include all tasks that
required an input or an output to another discipline. In some cases, the tasks were purposely
broken up so that the team could use the network as a template for other designs.
The initial XTC 68 network contained over one thousand tasks. Since there were eight stators
that followed the same process, the team created the first network for one stage. This network
allowed duplication for each stage. The project was eventually "trimmed" because the budget
for the project was reduced.
Figure 16 is the XTC network the team used. The program reduced the XTC68 to four
stages of rig vanes.
Network Creation of GG8 Project
With the implementation experience on the XTC68, the creation of the second network took
less time. The GG8 objectives and deliverables were well defined so the first network and
schedule took 2-3 days. The entire team created and reviewed the network. The network
shown below in Figure 16 shows the complexity that exists in the GG8 project network.
The team mapped each task and interdependency for each stage stator.
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AFigure 16. XTC68 Project Network
Figure 17. GG8 Stator 8 & 9 Network
Similar to the XTC68 project, the team created a network model for one stage and duplicated
for the other stage. Creating a one-stage network and duplicating it for each stage makes the
process consistent for each stator. Once both stages were in the network, the team identified
and connected the interdependencies. The network creation and critical chain scheduling took
the implementation team approximately four days in elapsed time.
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Figure 18. TF33 Project Network
Figure 18 above shows the complexity of the TF33 network. The team had become
proficient in creating project networks and created this network in less than one day.
Step 5: Resource Identification
The project network is now ready for resource identification. Here are some example
questions to ask to help facilitate identifying the resources:
* Who performs each of these tasks?
" Who should perform these tasks? For example, a design or structures engineer may
not be the best resource for modeling when the product definition group has open
capacity.
" What is the resource? A vendor or supplier? Is it a machine?
Apply a resource or group of resources to each task. The team does this resource allocation
from front to back. Adding color to each task box makes it easier for each discipline to see
where their tasks fall and where the information exchanges. For example, the SBC colored the
design engineering task boxes pink, while the mechanical engineers, task boxes were green. This coloring scheme
made it simplefor the discplines to idenft their tasksforfuture reference.
For this part of the step the entire team (core IPT members), process owners, and the
leadership team is required.
Once the network is complete with resource identified, it is ready for a scrutiny check from the
entire team. Demonstrate the backward network formulation. Then walk the team from
front-to-back. This accomplished two things:
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1. Going backwards is a different way of thinking
2. This step captures buy-in to the process and the network
Document any changes the team makes. Once the core group of experts and the IPT buy-in
to the process, the team is ready to move to the next step. DO NOT ADVANCE
WITHOUT GAINING FULL CONCURRENCE.
This is key step to Critical Chain. If the team does not have complete ownership of the
network, it will make managing the project challenging.
The first network created was the most time consuming. The first few network passes developed the vocabulay
and process skills necessay to build robust networks. A robust network was the key to a realistic critical chain
schedule. The time invested in creating the network paid dividends during the execution phase of CCPM.
Our team created the first network without full buy-in of IPT. Our team had used process experts and team
members to create the project network. However, the IPT did not feel ownership. This made execution very
dificult because the team had to sell the process along with the critical chain behaviors necessay to execute the
project.
Step 6: Estimating Task Times
Resources required for this step:
1. Project owner
2. Discipline leads
3. IPT Disciplines working the process
4. Facilitator
Each discipline estimates task times to show the variability of the task. The facilitator will ask
for two times: ABP and HP times.
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As discussed in chapter two, every task has variability. No task can complete without a
minimum duration. Therefore, the variability produces a skewed histogram. For example, a
two-day task estimate will not finish in negative five days no matter how well things go!
The time estimates will be completed one discipline at a time with the project owner present
for all estimations to challenge conservative estimates. For example, the design discipline lead
and IPT design engineer would estimate the design tasks for this particular project. Time
estimates will always be project specific.
Coaching tips:
" "If things went really well.... how long would this task take?"
" "If you had all the inputs required to complete this task prior to starting, how long
would this take?"
" "Are we talking weeks? Months? Days?"
" "If things go as expected, how long do you think this task will take?"
Time estimates are the effort required, not elapsed time. In Critical Chain, the practitioner
receives each of the inputs prior to starting a task. By starting each task with all the inputs, the
project avoids rework and risk.
Estimate the ABP time knowing that you have all the inputs to complete the task. The ABP
time should include enough variability that allows a 50:50 chance of completion. The HP is
the time that contains the enough variability that the responsible engineer feels ninety percent
confident in completing the task under normal circumstances.
Observation showed that each engineer would mentaly go through the steps of the task and explain where the
variability in the process comes. This variability is important to capture. If the task "sounds" highly variable
make sure that, the ABP and HP times reflect it. For example, an ABP time of two days and a HP time of
three days do not sound hghy variable. In the SBC, a casting is a task with high variabili. We use ABP
time of 12 weeks and HP time of 20 weeks in the JSF instrumented statorproject.
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The tasks track to ABP times, knowing that most tasks will likely exceed the ABP time. Make
sure each IPT knows and understands this fact! The project buffer takes the ABP - HP time *
'/2 for the critical chain tasks and creates the project buffer. The reason for removing one half
of the safety is because some tasks will take the full HP time but some will complete earlier.
This variability means not all the safety time is required.
Every project has variability. The project engineer and facilitator should be looking for the
"close enough" times.
Step 7: Critical Chain Scheduling
Resources needed for this step.
1. Facilitator
2. Project Engineer
3. Posted Project Network
The implementation teams should run a few checks should prior to running the Critical Chain.
These are quality checks to the project network to make sure it is ready to run through the
Critical Chain schedule algorithm.
1. Check to make sure only one task has no successor (this should be project complete).
2. Check all tasks with no predecessors (that means all of these tasks could start today).
Based on experience, the project engineer and process owners should not expect the schedule
to meet expectations. There are several reasons for this:
" Each discipline has only worked in their current mode of operation so the HP
task times may be conservative
* The project network puts more detail than typical
" This process is the "ideal" way you would like to operate
All projects documented in this thesis missed the required schedule by several months on the
first pass. Eliminating non-value tasks and changing "must have" relationships achieved the
schedule that is ultimately the quickest possible without adding schedule risk.
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The first Critical Chain schedule will be the starting point for schedule revision and analysis.
The team should expect that several iterations and network modifications would be required to
meet the customer demands. Starting the Critical Chain schedule requires a project complete
date because the algorithm works from back-to-front. The algorithm will calculate the date the
project needs to start in order to meet the customer requirement.
Schedule Iteration Duration
1 848 Days
2 814 Days
3 878 Days
4 900 Days
5 877 Days
6 906 Days
7 677 Days
8 708 Days
9 631 Days
Figure 19. Critical Chain Schedule Passes
on the XTC Program
Once the team creates the network, the analysis of the integrations, dependencies, and
estimates are the key to getting a project network that will meet customer requirements,
minimize risk, and rework.
The above Figure 19 shows the number ofpasses that our team took in order to get the schedule to meet the
customer deadline. The duration of the schedule in the first pass was 848 days while in the last pass was 631
days. During each critical chain analysis, the team changed a box-arrow relationship or duration.
There are three steps to running the critical chain algorithm in the software package:
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* Break the resource contention - Algorithm levels each resource from back to front
until each resource conflict is resolved.
* Identify the critical chain - Algorithm identifies the longest chain of work. The critical
chain will flow from task or resource dependency as described in Chapter 2.
* Insert Buffers - Algorithm calculates project buffers and feeding buffers then inserts
buffers into the schedule. Use 50% of the safety removed.
Note: There are exceptions for sizing the feeding buffers. Project managers make these
exceptions based on the number of tasks. For simplicity, use the 5 0% of the safety-removed
rule of thumb.
Once the team obtains the critical chain schedule, it may require further analysis. Review the
critical chain tasks:
* Is there resource leveling that occurred?
" Have feeding buffers pushed critical chain tasks? (Gaps in critical chain)
" Challenge the task dependencies
* Challenge the durations
Filter the schedule for critical chain tasks to view exactly what tasks pace the schedule. These
critical chain tasks are the only tasks that will reduce the schedule duration. Review any gaps in
the critical chain to see which feeding buffers are causing these gaps. Challenge the use of
specific resources. Are there other resources that could execute the tasks? Anajysis of a critical
chain schedule will take a practiced fadlitator. The development of this skill took several networks with
coaching and practice.
After each change to task dependency or durations re-run the critical chain schedule.
Challenge and change the dependencies as required to meet the customer schedules. The
network is what creates an accurate schedule that maximizes value added activities. The
network is where the team challenges and removes the non-value added tasks. Continuously
challenge the relationships and create parallel paths of work to generate the network. When
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the team fully optimizes the network for schedule, only the task durations can help the
schedule.
Once a schedule that appears to meet the customer's desired schedule, the team should
complete another quality check. Review the critical chain to make sure the flow "feels right".
Does the critical chain make sense? The critical chain will never change during the life of the
project (unless the project is re-planned), so it is important to understand how the task
relationships. Double check to make sure that the correct number of resources are available.
Creating level of effort networks is simple because there is no complexity. In this example, the
team created a simple two-box structure as shown. The purpose for having this project loaded
in critical chain is so resource loads for the group would be accurate.
Cost Reduction Project Buffer
Figure 20. Example of Level of Effort Network
Project Name: Cost Reduction Support tracked21 As Of Date: 12/08/03
rM 2003 QKul 2004
Task # Task Name % Compi Duration Safe Dur Actual Start ovYm December Janu Febr2a2| 2 2
________________ 
10171241 118115122212 119 6J2 1911612311
1 Cost Reduction Support 40% 25d 30 11/24/03 EZIEN--jesign Engineer
2Project Buffer 0% 3d 0
Figure 21. Example of Level of Effort Schedule in PS8
By opening all the projects in PS8 and viewing the resource histogramfor multiple projects, the resource manager
can see the total resource loading. The pupose of loading these tasks in the critical chain isfor resource planning
and capacity issue zisibiliy.
Step 8: Synchronizing Multiple Projects
Resources needed for this step
1. Facilitator
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2. Project engineer
3. Completed project networks
In order to synchronize multiple tasks select a "drum resource". To synchronize this resource
must be present in all projects. In the Stator Business Center the choice of drum, resource was
design engineering. Though the structure engineer is the "bottleneck" resource, it does not
participate in all the projects. For this reason, the SBC chose the design engineer for
synchronization purposes.
Project synchronizing determines the order in which the projects will execute or stagger. The
resource manager will need to determine the priority.
* Is one project more profitable?
" Which project is more important to the company?
Once the project manager synchronizes the projects, the option for fixing them in time exists.
Fixing the schedule does not allow new work in the group to affect the schedule.
One problem that Pratt & Whitney's matrix oranization causes is the priotifiZation ofproduct development
projects. Each internal customer, program, and IPT has conflicting pioties. It is the PFM's job to complete
all the work on time regardless of program or customer. By using the project, synchronization and resource
management tools the PFM will be able to make better resource management dedsions.
Occasionally the need for re-planning an existing project will be required. Each time you
create a new schedule you need to begin with the network.
* Modify the network
* Run critical chain
* Analyze the critical chain
* Synchronize the new project
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Discussion: Creating Networks
Creating the project network allows the IPTs to achieve a greater understanding of the project.
Building of the network from back-to-front makes capturing task-to-task relationships much
easier. The IPT achieves a systems level understanding of each project. The common finding
was that our customer's requirements did not allow enough time to execute the project. By
creating the network and understanding the task interdependencies, the teams found that the
customer requirements did not allow enough time for the project completion. This finding
was contrary to the belief that Critical Chain schedules would decrease cycle time. We found
that CCPM schedules were actually longer in duration because the team had a more detailed
execution plan. While the probability of success greatly increases, our project durations
increased. Once the team created the network, it tied the IPTs to a plan. By following the
process, the team will create a more robust plan that will increase the probability of completing
the project on time.
If the team does not buy into the network and schedule, it will be impossible to execute the
project. The teams learned that the networks and software do "make sense". Once the
project network is turned into a schedule, the task order and schedule should "feel right".
Adding standard procedure documentation to the task title process made understanding the
process easier to new users. The team gained knowledge and developed skills in:
" Creating a network
* Analyzing a critical chain schedule
* Understanding of the task relationships
" Updating tasks
In our networks and schedules, we found that iterations were critical to modeling an accurate schedule. The
iterations highlight the oganiZations that must work together in order to minimize iteration and variabiliy. In
the case of the Stator Business Center, the SBC identified the aerodynamics and structures disciplines. The aero
/ structures iteration is a dificult task to model and execute.
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Selection of the first project is a significant decision. A project ought to be a typical project
with a manageable number of tasks. A representative project will allow the team to learn the
process and create templates for future use. This education will give the team the tools to
manage projects that are more complex. The manager of the team should support the
initiative and openly participate in the management of the tasks and resources. In hindsight, our
selection was not the optimal choice. The XTC68 was a complex project with over one thousand tasks. The
resources were overloaded and resistant to demonstrating a new management tool. This combination created a
stressful environment for the implementation team and partipants. This resistance trapped the resource
manager in the middle resisting resources and supporting a successful implementation. Timing for
implementation made immediate buy-in impossible. While the group had the "need"for improved project and
resource management, the necessay learning for the implementation team needed to take place on a less complex
project.
The Critical Chain behaviors required to take full advantage of the benefits are difficult to
obtain. Most feedback from the IPTs stated that the process was "too hard", "too detailed",
or "too long". The feeling was that the process was too labor intensive.
Our experience with project synchronization was limited. The available resources or
outsourced resources did not require significant project synchronization. Project
synchronization will play a larger role in seeing how new projects will impact current projects.
Adding new projects was a condition that our teams did not encounter during the pilot.
The implementation team was able to develop network and schedules in equivalent times
when compared to current Critical Path Project Management practices at Pratt & Whitney.
While the implementation times were equivalent, CCPM offers a schedule with less risk and a
more robust execution plan.
Following the CCPM process, the projects contained more detail and less risk. Because of the
proactive project management and embedded variability (active risk management) the CCPM
is a robust way of planning a project. Figure 22 shows the typical implementation times for
CCPM. The baseline times where for the first project (XTC68). The post implementation
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times are the times it takes to plan a new project using the templates and learning's from the
existing critical chain projects.
Implementation Times Baseline Post-CCPM
Create Critical Chain Schedule 7-9 Days 9-15 Hours
Re-plan a project 2-3 Days 2-4 Hours
Run Schedule Simulations N/A 1-2 Hours
Figure 22. CCPM Implementation Times
Warning: CCPM is a more robust planning / execution method if your IPT follows the run
rules of critical chain. Without developing the CCPM, behaviors the IPT will not see the full
benefits of CCPM.
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Chapter 4 Managing Using Critical Chain
Introduction
The team used the CCPM processes outlined in this Chapter in the execution of this pilot.
The processes evolved from the "quick start" program initiated by the AGI Goldratt Institute.
Managing each project begins with a kick-off meeting to discuss the run rules of CCPM. The
kick-off meeting is where the implementation team explains the behavior changes. The team
must to commit to running the project to the plan.
" Working one task at a time through to completion (relay runner approach)
" Dropping tasks only for critical chain tasks
" Frequent updates to the project (recommend twice per week to start)
" Not starting tasks early
" Non-critical chain tasks worked in the FIFO method
Do not under estimate the difficulty of initiating a change initiative. Developing behaviors is
going to require time and patience. The ideal change initiative will alter behaviors so that once
the critical chain champion leaves, the initiative will remain in place with the behaviors.
Task Updates
Once the team completes the kickoff meeting, the project manager is ready to direct the
project using CCPM. CCPM requires gathering updates from each resource frequently. Our
team gathered updates at least twice per week. Since the tasks work in the relay runner approach,
there will not be as many tasks working at the same time when compared to critical path
project management. The project manager should update each task in a report for the
following information:
" How long did you work on the task?
" When did it start?
* Remaining duration?
* When was it complete?
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Record this data should on a report form for project updating. The reason for the frequent
updates is two fold. The first reason is to help develop relay runner work habits in the
organization. The second is to keep a real-time project status. For example, if there were a
one-day task and the task owner updated it once a week, four days would pass without
knowing how this impacts the project!
The task updating is an important role for the project engineer. Updating is an opportunity for
the project engineer to coach and work with the team members on adjusting behaviors to
increase productivity.
The reason for the frequent updates is not to micromanage the team. The new behavior will
be different and will require coaching and monitoring. At the beginning, the project manager
will need to be the gatekeeper to make sure each team member stays on task. Ourfirst IPTfelt
micromanaged, so once the behaviors were developed we proactively supplied data and empowered the IPT to
manage the project.
One of the learning's that resulted from the XTC68 project was that working our aerodynamic desgn in
sequential stage-to-stage iteration was not going to meet the schedule requirements. From the project ne/work
and schedule the IPT could not meet the required delivey. The team created a proactive risk mitigation plan.
The ne/work and monitoring of the project confirmed the high variabiliy and project dependence on the
aerodynamic / structures iteration. The execution of the project highlighted the iteration issue and made it vey
simple for the project manager to see.
The project network details the task-to-task relationshijps that give each practitioner afine level of detail of how
to execute the project. This detail was an eye opening experience for both new and experienced team members.
Our teams continued using the project network to highlight the process and task structure. The network also
uncovered the inefidendes in each process and the pointed out potential rework areas. Continuous improvement
allowed the team to remove the non-value added activities.
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Buffer Status Reports
After each project update, the project manager should check the buffer status. As described in
chapter 2, as long as the project is in the green buffer zone, no action is required. If the
project buffer shows a yellow buffer, then action plans should be formed to recover time on
the critical chain. Critical Chain tasks are the tasks that will need to be worked to bring the
buffer back into the green zone. If the buffer falls into the red zone, the team should
implement the action plan immediately.
ss3tacked Green 28.75% 14.25d 20d 84d 84d 04110/0
Figure 23. Buffer Report in PS8
Figure 23 shows an example of a typical project buffer report from PS8. The IPT should
look at the buffer status and the percent of buffer used. To date the project above is in the
"green" and has used 28.75% of it's project buffer. A green buffer indicates that the project is
using the estimated variability.
When managing using critical chain the only buffer monitored is the project buffer.
Remember the feeding buffers have two lines of protection.
1. Gaps in the critical chain
2. Project buffer
Feeding buffers do not require monitoring. The feeding buffers are difficult to monitor and
these tasks will not impact the schedule. When feeding buffers do impact schedule they will
affect project buffer, because of the integration points with Critical Chain tasks. Then the
project manager would evaluate the impacts.
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During the execution of the XTC68, the buffer hit the yellow tone. The team saw the aero/ structures
iterations were using too much of the project buffer without recovery plans. The team worked with the
Aerodynamics department to come up with a plan to reduce iteration times. As the iterations used more project
buffer, the project buffer moved into the red Zone. At this point, the team put the parallel stage design of the
compressor into effect to bing the schedule back in line.
Once the utilized the "Upcoming Tasks Report" that PS8 generated the projects progressed much more easily.
This task report prioritized the work for each practitioner and made it understandable for each practitioner.
Upcoming Tasks by Project Run Date & Time:
Uncompleted Task(s) Scheduled before: 02/28/04
142 Create PMPM for machining vane details 07/08/03 1h No
(ops sheets,etc) Stainless Steel Stator 3
122 Receive raw material to fabricate vane 07/09/03 2w No 142
details for Stainless Steel Stator 3
219 Review instrumentation configuration and 09/11/03 2d Yes
groundrules Stainless Steel Stator 3
6 Complete preliminary design - design 09/15/03 5d Yes
definition phase attachments for Stainless
Steel Stator 3
70 Design for instrumentation Stainless Steel 09/22/03 10d Yes 219
Stator 3
Figure 24. Upcoming Task Report in PS8
Figure 24 shows an example of the "Up Coming Task" report available in PS8. The report
makes prioritization of tasks simple. The practitioner simply works the tasks scheduled to start
first. Task owners work these tasks to completion. In our experience, there werefewer tasks in UIP,
which made prioritization easier. This prioritiation also made managing the project simpler.
Resource Management
The resource manager should look at the resource loading across all the projects in the
organization. Resource managers use this information to determine group capacity, the effect
of additional projects, and outsource requirements. The other advantage of monitoring
multiple projects is the ability to pull resources from one project to the other. If one project
runs into the red zone and needs additional manpower to execute, critical chain gives the
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resource manager an accurate representation of what pulling resources from one project will
do. The resource manager should pull a resource from a project with a green buffer status,
which was working a non-critical chain task. The resource manager would enter the expected
delay into that project and the impact evaluated.
tf33nw3acc2tracked Green 17.24% 24d 29d 50d 81.8d 03/1504
xtc-all stages tech demo Green 0% 50d 50d 38.13d 64.13d 05/01/04
gg8combined8&9nw2cc2 Green 0% 160d 160d 284.5d 304.75d 02/01/06
PW4000 Ni Braze D2 sui Red 0% Od Od 13d 13d 11/28/03
PW4000 lAS D3 Support Red 0% Od Od 13d 13d 12/23/03
Cost Reduction Support 1 Red 0% Od Od 30d 30d 12/31/03
Figure 25. Multiple Project Buffer Report
in PS8
The multiple project buffer status in Figure 25 is a report that the resource manager uses to
monitor projects. By looking at the buffer status and buffer remaining the resource manager
can make better decisions on pulling resources in the case of a crisis. Figure 25 shows that
three of the projects are in the green buffer zone and three are in the red buffer zone. When
deciding which projects to pull resources from, using the buffer report makes it simpler for a
resource manager.
Weeky critical chain standup meeting
In order to implement a successful pilot there are several factors that to consider: (Senge,
1999).
1. Urgency of the Implementation
2. Establish a Vision
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3. Showing short wins
4. Feedback and improvement discussion
5. Empowerment of the team
The leadership team should use this meeting to establish the sense of urgency and to
communicate the vision of the organization. This urgency is a way to driving new behaviors in
the organization. In order for these behaviors to become permanent, the team should
establish a mutual vision. This will take time and effort. Meeting on a weekly basis and
sharing information and improvements can form a shared vision.
Begin by using data and evidence to illustrate where the behavior shows up in the data. For
example, multi-tasking will show up in the Gantt view of the project as a gap. By illustrating
the data and schedule, each team member may buy into the concept more quickly. Data will
show how the reporting affects the schedule of the project.
Figure 26. Gantt Chart Example
ctober 2003 November 2003
sk Task Name iedule S uratic Safe Ltual St Oct 27 Nov 3 Nov 10 Nov_17 Nov24 Dec
_7F229 3031 345 6 7 10 11 12 13 14 17 1819120 21 24 2526 11213
14Check vane detail prints Stainless Steel Stator 10/28/03 21d 20d 0/28/03 [
17 Make operations sheets, programs, and tools 110/30/03 13d 20d 0/30/03
11 Receive castings Stainless Steel Stator 3 11/17/03 11w 16w 1/17/03 ] E
31 Prepare instrumentation routing design Stainle 11/13/03 10d 5d 1/13/03 L] ..
58 Complete detail design phase structural analy 11/25/03 4d 10 1/25/03
32 Conduct successfully for design discipline pre- 12/04/03 2h 4h
33 Update design package for ATT review Stainle 12/04/03 0.5d 2d
25 Complete preliminary design -design definitior 12/02/03 3d 10d
27 Prepare package for structures discipline pre- 12/05/03 4d 6d
28Conduct successfully for structures discipline 12/11/03 2h 4h
29Update structures package for ATT review Sta 12/11/03 0.5d 2d
36 Prepare presentation package forATT review f 12/11/03 1d 1.5d
37 Conduct successfully ATT review for Stainles 12/12/03 2h 4h
49Resolve any significant action items post ATT 12/15/03 2d 15d
15 Release vane detail prints Stainless Steel Stat 12/11/03 25 4h
23 Machine vane details for Stainless Steel Statoi 12/03/03 8 12w
Figure 26 shows a typical Gantt view of a project. The green color shows completed effort
while the blue represents effort remaining on the task. Once the task is complete the entire
bar will fills with green.
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Figure 26 also shows spaces between the rectangles of green. Spaces in a task show the
project manager is that the resource stopped working the task. Spaces in a task cause extra
setups and set downs.
As Of Date: 12/09103
.______ _ .u..o
%Comnplet Duratlen
85.76% 108d
Safe Dura Actual
Od
42 Update 2D plate model (UG) for structures Stainless Steel Stator 3 100% 1w 0.6w 09/30/03
91 Fabrication and Test Stainless Steel Stator 3 33.19% 116.42d Od 10/02/03
113 Create models and drawings for vane details Stainless Steel Stator 3 100% 18d 36d 10/02/03
23Complete 2D plate model with instrumentation for Stainless Steel Stat 100% 15d 25d 10/07/03
142 Create PMPM for machining vane details (ops sheets,etc) Stainless S 100% 1h 4h 10/17/03
122 Receive raw material to fabricate vane details for Stainless Steel Stati 100% 2w 3w 10/20/03
114Check vane detail prints Stainless Steel Stator 3 85.71% 21d 20d 10/28/03
117 Make operations sheets, programs, and tools for fabricating vane deta 100% 15.33d 20d 10/30/03
43 Review preliminary design design definition phase for Stainless Steel 100% lh 4h# 11/03/03
20 Update preliminary validation plan for instrumentation assembly for D2 100% 8h 4h 11/06/03
44 Update preliminary design Stainless Steel post mfg. review Stator 3 100% 32h 32h 11/07/03
31 Prepare instrumentation routing design Stainless Steel Stator 3 88.89% 9d 5d 11/13/03
111 Receive castings Stainless Steel Stator 3 18.18% 11w 16w# 11/17/03
48 Detail Design Stainless Steel Stator 3 20.07% 72.54d Od 11/25/03
Qtr4. 2003 I QrI. 2004
Schedule Sta' Octbe tr_ -neMeb Dec. ber ea_ y Fubmjchedu 9j6Sa15 1 i2 273 1 1 555 121I 2 2 16 231
09/30/03 VJ
Design Engineer
Drafter
Structure Engineer
Project Engineer
-- ] E] rafting Checker
[I]E] dors
W esign ngineer,Manufacturing Engineer
N7 Project Eg ineerCIPT Project
sI
Design Engineer
fl .F. jDesign Engineer
IGapi/
Figure 27. Gaps in task effort
The gaps shown in Figure 27 may be acceptable if the practitioner dropped the tasks for a
critical chain task. Since there are very few critical chain tasks per project the probability of
this many tasks stop and start for a critical chain task is low. Gaps demonstrate how multi-
tasking behaviors show up in the schedule. Multi-tasking costs the project extra funds it did
not need to spend!
The implementation team used the standup meeting to communicate the organiZation's resource loads.
" Does the organiZation need more help?
* Is the stafing adequate?
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Project Name: ss3tracked
Task # Task Name
1 Preliminary Design Stainless Steel Stator 3
* Where could the organiZation utilize cross training eI/ectively?
* Is there capacy limit on a particular displine?
* When is the workloadfalling of?
" Does the data confirm what the teams expenence tells them?
2013 tr4,2001 QWt 294
sk Task unsame I Oct Nov Dc JanFeb
22 1 29 6 13 20 222 126 273 1241 1 1 1 I 5 1 121 I6 126 1 2 3 16231
170 ompletetrade study of ID shroud design: 08 1P sign Engineer
176 Create 3D four vaie sector models GG8 HPC Slat
192 Update prelminary design for post Mfg. review: G Design Engineer
173 ATT Review for [) shroud design- GG8 HPC Stato Design ErgneerDesign Resource ManagerCIPT Design
9 Complete preliminary design for assembly: GGO HF esign Engineer
184 Run 3D airfol only structual modal models: 009 H
185 Run 3D four vane sector models: 008 HPC Stator
4~~~~ __ _ _ _
Resource Histogram
Current Task
3 AN Tasks & Projects
- Availabilily
Units in Days
V- 3d89w~ctrace 17: 170 mkt raesuyo *1 shro twud ds 4Th, R; 1I Design Enogieer 7L]Vr F W~pomig Tastk
Figure 28. Design Resource Loading
Users can view resource loading in a single project or multi-project view. Viewing is the way
the resource manager verifies the resource loading assigned to each project.
The resource manager looks for a loading below the available staffing. The resource manager
checks to make sure resource loads are able to handle the task variability. The work will level
itself using peaks and valleys to deal with variability.
Figure 29 is an example of a resource overload. In this case, the design engineers only have
fifteen days of availability and there are more than fifteen days of effort required. Without
additional resources schedule will suffer.
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201 terateAS file 8structuralinlegrty(st-a-0110 8 si Aerodynarrics
208 terate AS file in structurad integrty (st-a-O10 8 st Aerodynamics Engineerpesign Engineer
917 Define mating locations aid snaps (si-a-0098) for 0 Design Engineer
202 Kerate AS fie in structura integriy (st-aI 10 8 st Aeodynamics EnineerDeaign Egneer
39 Receive from modiiles irtegrated information (rotor 1 -
205 terate AS fie in structiral integrly (st-a-01100 st - Aerodynamics EngineerDesign Engneer
922 Receive from modiles inlegrated informaton (r oto .
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Figure 29. Resource Overload
Figure 30 shows an example of a resource that is properly loaded. The loading shows that the
peaks do exceed the daily resource capacity a few times. However, resource overloads will
automatically adjust as the resource completes the tasks.
The resource manager should use this information to plan for resource requirements on the
upcoming tasks. By loading all of the group's projects, the software can determine resource
loads each week to remain on schedule. The multiple project view of the resources is a way to
check capacity constraints for any new project. In the case of the fabricated HPC group, the PFM
wanted to make sure there was enough spare capaciy to handle unplanned task work from the CIPTs.
Similar to any change initiative the team should continuously improve the critical chain
process. Use the stand up meeting as a way to collect valuable feedback about how the
process is working. Gather ideas to improve the process. While the implementation needs
strong leadership and focus, it also needs customer insight, input, and process improvement.
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Figure 30. Acceptable Resource Loading
Sample Agendafor WeekLy Standup Meeting:
* Summay of Objectives (Leadershp)
" Summary of small nins
* Project by project schedule and manpower summay
* Overall organiZation resource loading per disczpline
" Roadblocks to implementation
" Feedback Discussion
The standup meeting needs to be constructive and concise to be effective. Critical chain is
about improving efficiency. A quick meeting to highlight what is happening, share valuable
project data, and gather feedback is all that is necessary. The goal is to align and reinforce the
behaviors to take advantage of the process efficiencies:
Commit to the process
Do not begin a task without the predecessor's being complete
Work tasks through to completion
Report daily status
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* Work critical chain tasks as soon as they become available
Our team taTgeted thiry minutes for this meeting.
See an example of a critical chain schedule in Appendix C. This shows the GG8 Stator 8 & 9
with project buffers. This shows only the critical chain tasks and the buffers (feeding and
project).
Discussion: Managing Projects
CCPM requires behaviors that contradict the environment at Pratt & Whitney. The SBC was
organized in Part Families to support multiple internal customers. This organization is in place
to allow for shared lessons, common platforms, and standard procedures. Organizing in this
manner also means that multiple customers will utilize the same resources. This environment
makes multi-tasking an expected part of team behavior. Pratt & Whitney has a competency in
each employee's yearly appraisal called "adaptability". Supervisors interpret this "adaptability"
as the ability to handle many tasks. The company rewards individuals who are effective "multi-
taskers". Rewarding employees for multi-tasking makes implementing change in this area a
challenge.
Managing the projects was the most difficult part of the implementation because executing the
projects was where CCPM behaviors were required. The team felt fortunate that the XTC68
program delayed funding because the initial network of over a thousand tasks would have been
very difficult to manage and execute as a first project. The initial feedback were as follows:
* The feeling of micromanagement
* Too complicated, too much detail
* Don't understand the task descriptions
* Not flexible enough
* Task Burn out
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These feelings from the team all stem from the fact that committing to change is difficult. It
was clear that the process ownership was initially weak because of the environment the team
had to implement. With the project, re-plan the team was able to regroup and take ownership
of the process.
The current "multi-tasking enjironment" led to several of the problems we received as feedback:
micromanagement, flexibiliy, and task burn out. The team's first reactions to CCPM originated from the
'gated release" of work. Our finding indicated that the engineers enjoyed working the tasks in the order they
wanted to work them or thought they worked best. The IPT gave negative feedback on the project manager be
the "gate keeper" and release tasks for execution. The flexibiliy stems back to multi-tasking. IPT members
enjoy choosing the tasks they work regardless of the available information. The author related the task burn out
to multi-tasking. The practitioner wants to be able to drop a task when they are "tired" of working it. In this
case, the implementation team stressed the importance of productive work. If the practitioner could not work
productivey then he/she took a break, as long as the IPT member recognized how it impacted the project.
In addition, the implementation teams managed projects with many tasks outside of the
business center. Pratt & Whitney did not train each resource outside the SBC. This situation
made it difficult to convince the IPTs that they could make a difference, which in turn made it
easy for teams to fall back into old habits. The only way the team achieved buy-in was by
demonstrating results. Despite the matrix organization CCPM demonstrated value in cost and
schedule.
The iterations were difficult to model. This difficulty combined with the inexperience
reporting on tasks and using CCPM behaviors made iteration tasks difficult to manage for the
team. The team corrected initial feedback on task wording by changing the wording and
descriptions until the teams were satisfied. Empowering the team mitigated most of the
problems. The team gave the IPTs the data to monitor their workload and educated them on
how their behavior affected the schedule in the weekly update meeting. The task wording and
other issues were a matter of working with Engineering Standard Work (ESW) and using the
process.
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The implementation team struggled when the projects were being re-planned. The difficulty
was not running the software or creating the networks. The difficulty was defining the new
requirements. In the case of the XTC68, the team was funded to support aerodynamic design
without any deliverable at the project's end, other than a "best effort" airfoil design. While the
Stator Business Center was implementing the critical chain scheduling techniques, the
supporting organizations were not. The implementation team concentrated on small
"victories". Since the whole organization was not using critical chain, the implementation
team took a realistic approach in developing CCPM behaviors. We started by correcting
behaviors on Critical Chain tasks only. The belief was once the behaviors were developed
there would be less resistance expanding the behaviors to non-Critical Chain tasks. Making
these adjustments was challenging because the CIPTs wanted the IPTs to work on demand
without defined requirements.
Learning the PS8 software took a significant amount of time for the implementation leaders.
On the GG8 project, CCPM showed the project manager that the team was going forward
without completing a predecessor. The team refused to follow the planned process. The
result was two months of rework. The matrix organization made it difficult for the team to
stick to the CCPM run rules. Customers demand to see action unaware of the risks.
However, the experience was a valuable demonstration on of how CCPM eliminates rework
and cost. The incident highlights the importance of communicating the potential risks and
costs with the customer and then persuading them to do the right thing.
CCPM behaviors were improved or demonstrated in these areas:
" Team updates became part of the normal team behavior
" IPT members asking and utilizing schedule / process data
" Can evaluate resource impacts of multiple schedules
* Able to see resource peak loads and capacity
* Team behaviors changing to take advantage of critical chain efficiencies
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Chapter 5 Critical Chain Observations and Results
Introduction
This chapter will discuss the observations and results of using CCPM to manage tasks within
the Stator Business Center (SBC) over a four-month period. The team collected data for each
of the projects by various means: observation, surveys, interviews, schedule performance, and
financial performance. The IPTs scored the surveys on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree). The author documented interviews and discussions throughout the
implementation with the Part Family Managers, the Stator Business Center manager, and the
individual participants from each development team.
This thesis focused on specific improvements in the following areas:
" Productivity (more with less resources)
" Schedule Performance (commit dates on project schedules)
" Visibility of Resource Loads
" Impact on Existing Projects
Observations and Results
Project Results Delivery vs. Plan Labor vs. Plan Full
Scope
JSF Stator 3 On time Under Yes
GG8 Stator 8 & 9 Yes
TF33 Exit Guide Vane Delivered Early Under Yes
XTC68 Stators Delivered Early On Plan Yes
Figure 31. Project Results from CCPM
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Figure 31 shows that, after four months' time, three out of four projects were on schedule and
within the planned budget. The GG8 project was behind schedule and over budget, but this
project deviated from the run rules of Critical Chain. The scope of each project remained
100% intact compared to 28% of full scope for the baseline projects. A key observation was
that the individual product development teams gained a better understanding of the project at
the systems level. The process and information sharing was vital to improved productivity and
schedule performance.
The implementation team spent the majority of their efforts convincing the culture to take
advantage of critical chain theory efficiencies. The implementation team spent significant
time coaching and teaching theory of constraints project management to the resource and
project managers. Because the entire organization was not utilizing critical chain, the team
focused on the internal SBC resources. The team focused on small victories such as limited
multi-tasking on critical chain tasks only. The project managers worked with the Integrated
Product Teams (IPT) to correct the behaviors that limited productivity and worked to
increase understanding of how their behaviors impacted the project. The team found a high
resistance to CCPM from the participants. We addressed the resistance by empowering the
IPT to take ownership of the project. We provided the schedule data to the participants and
ran simulations to show how their behavior affected the project. The SBC obtained Cultural
changes in behavior and team interactions:
* Team updates became part of the normal team behavior
" IPT members asking for and utilizing schedule / process data
* Resource impacts of multiple schedules were evaluated
* Resource peak loads and capacity gained visibility
Productivity
The SBC measured productivity changes from available financial data and surveys. Project
managers tracked each project using Earned Value Management System (EVMS). By
reviewing the planned budget vs. actual spending the team tracked how the projects performed
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relative to planned performance. Comparing the ABP times versus the actual completion
times was the other metric used to measure productivity.
EVMS tracks three profiles: Budgeted Cost Work Scheduled (red line), Budgeted Cost Work
Performed (green line), and Actual Cost Work Performed (blue line). The red line is the
planned budget the team has estimated, while the green line is a measure of work completed
verses the plan. The blue line is a measure of cost versus the planned cost.
TF33 EVMS Performance
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Figure 32. TF33 EVMS Plot
The TF33 project delivered parts ahead of schedule and under budget. Figure 32 illustrates
the spending profile. The EVMS plot shows where the project completed. The result was
sixty thousand dollars under the planned budget. This figure shows that the project is under
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budget by approximately 20% from the initial plan. The diagram shows the spending profile
and how it changed as the CCPM began influencing the project. The TF33 delivered these
parts early without expediting. Expediting normally takes place at the end of a project to make
sure the parts meet the delivery requirements.
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Figure 33. JSF Stator 3 EVMS Plot
The instrumented JSF Stator 3 project was not complete at the time of this writing. Figure
33 shows that the spending trend (blue line) is below the planned line (red). The project was
on schedule and under the planned budget by approximately 45%.
The first project put in CCPM was the XTC68, but productivity numbers were not conclusive.
The EVMS reports were not available for the XTC68 project. The SBC is one of many UTC
business centers that participated on the XTC68 program. Observation showed that the team
was ahead in task execution of all the other IPTs outside the SBC. A key observation was how
much the iteration in the airfoil design between structures and aerodynamics impacted
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schedule. This iteration historically varies from three to twelve months per airfoil. XTC68
was not different than past airfoil designs, as the design of the airfoil itself paced the overall
design. The difference came from the team's ability to manage the project. As the project
moved into the yellow zone of the project buffer, the IPT created action plans for schedule
recovery. The project proceeded into the red zone and the IPT implemented the action plan.
The GG8 EVMS plot (Figure 34) shows that the team ran behind schedule and over budget.
The IPT did not create a spending profile that revealed the labor savings demonstrated on the
TF33 and JSF projects. The slope of the spending (blue line) never the way those of the TF33
and JSF projects did. The project team violated a run rule of CCPM. The IPT moved forward
without completing the required tasks outlined in the project network, and the result was two
months of rework. The rework caused the GG8 program to overspend and slip the project by
two months. While the project manager immediately saw the problem, the internal customer
demanded that the project continue without completing the predecessor. This observation
highlights the challenge of using CCPM within a matrix organization
The other productivity metric that measured was actual task duration versus estimated task
duration. The data shown in Figure 35 is from the JSF stator projects. IPTs completed
approximately 61% of the tasks within the ABP time (tasks highlighted in green). About 19%
of the tasks completed in between the ABP and HP estimates (highlighted in yellow). About
20% tasks executed took longer than the HP times (highlighted in red). These findings
revealed that IPTs complete most of the tasks within the ABP times. The team goal was for
20% of the tasks to meet the ABP times. The team completed approximately 60% of the tasks
at ABP or faster.
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GG8 Stator 8 & 9 EVMS Performance
-BCWS
-BCWP
-ACWP
August September
Months
October November
Figure 34. GG8 EVMS Plot
Estimates vs. Completion Results
Tasks Completed within ABP 60%
Tasks completed between ABP and HP 20%
Tasks completed after HP 20%
Figure 35. JSF Instrumented Stator completed tasks
Figure 36 shows IPT results to behavior questions about multi-tasking. These behaviors
showed improvements of 23%, 50%, and 22% respectively. These results are significant
behavioral changes that are necessary for long-term success of critical chain. Multi-tasking
behavior was the most difficult behavior to alter. The implementation team spent time
coaching, providing information, and demonstrating the impacts of multi-tasking. The
participants agreed to focus on eliminating multi-tasking on critical chain tasks only. The
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participants' resistance combined with customer requests made total elimination of multi-
tasking impossible.
Multi-tasking Baseline Post- Delta
CCPM
I am required to work several tasks at once 4.3 3.5 -29%
I must multi-task in order to do my job effectively 4.1 2.75 -60%
I enjoy working several tasks at once 3.7 3 -22%
Figure 36. Key Multi-tasking Survey Results
Schedule Performance
Three of the four projects performed to schedule as shown in Figure 31. The team's ability
to meet the schedule without compromising scope was a direct result of CCPM. Two
behaviors that influenced each team's management ability a project was crisis management and
project focus.
The team obtained survey results before and after the CCPM implementation. Before the implementation, the
team surveyed the entire SBC (40 people) fir responses on behaviors required for CCPM. After the
implementation, the team surveyed the participants in CCPM for behavior responses (12 people). There was a
response rate of 58%. The author used the change in response as a measure of improved behavior and
awareness. The complete supeys and responses are in the appendix.
The team measured behaviors in crisis awareness and project focus by survey. In Figure 37,
we see the baseline survey showed that the IPT members scored 3.6 and 3.3 in the area of
crisis awareness. If a team can recognize a crisis, the team will be able to manage the project
more effectively by eliminating variability in the project. After using CCPM for four months,
the fabricated stator group scored 4.3 and 3.8. These scores were an improvement in crisis
awareness of 18% and 16% respectively. Feedback from the participants revealed that the
sharing of system level information and the understanding of information flows led to the
improved understanding of how to manage the project.
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Post-Crisis Management Baseline CCPM Delta
I am aware of crisis that have been faced by 3.6 4.4 16%
similar IPTs 3.6_44_16
Members of the IPT know the warning signs of a 3.3 3.9 16%potential crisis __________
Project Focus Baseline Post- DeltaCCPM
I am given enough time to complete each task 2.7 3.25 16%
on my project
I have access to the resources and other IPT 3.5 3 -16%
members to complete my tasks
I move from program to program on a daily basis 3.8 3.4 -13%
1 am able to work on a task without interruption 1.5 2.4 38%
Figure 37. Crisis/ Project Focus Key
Survey results
Project focus was required to keep the multi-tasking down and increase the ability to work in a
FIFO manner. Project focus is a measure of the behavior that allows an IPT member to
remain on the project. Figure 37 shows the summary of findings. These findings confirmed
the behavior changes in the area of project focus during the CCPM implementation. The
changes show that the team members have more awareness (an increase of 16%) of how other
resources outside the Stator Business Center can influence the project. The group showed a
decrease of 12% in the area of moving from program to program. These results confirm that
the team understands the behaviors necessary to implement critical chain and believe that
these behaviors will improve the performance of each project.
Visibilioy to Resource Loads
The goal was to actively manage the group's workload and prioritize the tasks based on the
buffer status of each project. The results did not meet the expectations of the Part Family
Managers (PFM).
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The implementation team was able to demonstrate resource management capability. The team
communicated resource loading on a weekly basis. Each week the resource manager would
use resource load information to confirm adequate manpower staffing for each of the projects.
The PFMs supplied the data to assess manpower loading and resource requirements through a
survey. The PFMs recorded scores on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
Post-Resource Management Baseline CCPM Delta
I am aware of the current resource loads per 4 2 -200%
discipline 4 _2__200%
I have a good tool for resource management 2.5 2 -50%
I am aware of the capacity constraints in my 4 4 0%group
Figure 38. Ability to See Manpower Survey
Results
The HPC Fabricated Stator manager was not able to improve resource management. The
survey results indicated a decrease in awareness of resource loads by 200%. The team also saw
a 50% decrease in the scoring of CCPM as a resource management tool. There was not an
improvement in the ability to see the capacity constraints in the group. Based on interviews
with the PFM, the team found several driving factors: dynamic customer requests, non-
planned requests, and inability to actively use the data.
Impact on Existing Projects
The PFM was looking for a tool and process that would allow simulation of new work impacts
on current projects. Resource managers should use this simulation to communicate impacts
and help with outsourced labor planning. Again, the results did not meet the PFM's
expectations as indicated by the survey results. CCPM should have decreased the number of
responses to "beginning without all the information." The PFM's survey responses increased
by 200%. The team measured similar results for IPT members supporting multiple programs.
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Post-
Multiple Project Management Resource Impacts Baseline CCPM Delta
1 must begin tasks without having all the information 3 5 200%
1 am able to pull resources from project to project 3 3 0%
without impacts to delivery
IPT members must support multiple programs 3 5 200%
I can forecast the impacts of resource conflicts 3 3 0%
Priorities change frequently in my group 3 5 200%
Figure 39. New Project Impact on
Existing Projects Survey Results
Note: The implementation team gave the survey to the PFMs before the CCPM
implementation to establish the baseline. The Post-Implementation data came from a survey
given to the PFM that was directly involved with the CCPM pilot.
The results from the PFM did not align with behaviors necessary for critical chain. In each
response, the changes from baseline to post implementation were contrary to those required
for a sustained critical chain implementation. The feedback obtained pointed to the matrix
organization. The resources outside of the group greatly influence the ability to manage
resources. This challenge again highlights the difficulty of implementing CCPM in one section
of a matrix organization.
Summary
The results show that three of the four projects were on schedule and within the planned
budget. The SBC was able to demonstrate schedule and productivity gains. These gains are
the results of the IPTs work in changing their behaviors to take advantage of CCPM. The
survey results highlight the areas of behavior that have changed over the course of the four-
month implementation. At the project management level, the results look promising but at the
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resource manager level, the results were not successful. The implementation did not meet the
resource management goals. The goal of the Critical Chain pilot was to use CCPM to manage
new work and current and future projects with visibility to resource impacts. When resource
managers use CCPM to analyze new work and actively manage the resource teams, the SBC
may see a much larger benefit.
The obstacles that remain come from outside of the SBC:
" Realistic schedules from internal customers
" Better communication from the internal customers
" Support from resources outside the SBC
These obstacles are organizational problems that management should align to take full
advantage of the critical chain implementation. Regardless of project management tools,
management should address these problems to improve product development performance at
Pratt & Whitney.
Conclusions
Based on the data collected, the author believes that implementing CCPM in an organization
can greatly improve a company's product development performance. By taking advantage of
CCPM from a systems perspective, a company could improve cost, schedule, and resource
management. Because CCPM considers uncertainty and human behavior, companies should
use it from a systems perspective of developing products. The most effective application of
CCPM would be a systems level product development. (The product development projects in
this thesis were at the component level). This application would also be the most challenging
because it would require the entire system behavior to change. Creating the behaviors to take
advantage of CCPM is the challenging element. Achieving the rewards of CCPM requires
changes in culture. Although CCPM could provide a competitive advantage in product
development, CCPM will prove futile without leadership commitment and participation
because of the culture change required for it to be successful.
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This thesis sought improvement in the areas of productivity, schedule performance, and
resource management. The team had four months to train, implement, and observe results.
Based on the results obtained, how successful were the CCPM results? Why did it work in
some areas and not in others?
The performance of the projects demonstrates the validity of CCPM. The delivery of 100%
project scope on all the projects sets CCPM apart from typical project management at Pratt &
Whitney. The process of implementing CCPM allowed each of the IPTs to focus on tasks that
reduced the schedule impacts without increasing technical or schedule risk. But more
importantly, allowed each project to deliver the planned scope. The process of creating a
project network and understanding the deliverables was the key to improving the delivery of
scope. By following a planned process, each project was consistently thorough in creation of
the network. The detail that goes into the process and network creation is labor intensive for
the first few projects. However, as the team created templates and the process streamlined, we
found the implementation cycles to be equivalent to the current process used at Pratt &
Whitney.
Since only four months of implementation were included in the test, the budget performance
was not conclusive. The SBC saw a strong case that productivity will increase. Baseline
project data showed that 43% of the projects completed within budget. The budget results,
after four months, indicated that 75% of the projects would complete within the planned
budget. The productivity demonstrated is just the beginning of what is possible. Finding that
60% of the tasks were completing at the ABP times points to conservative estimates.
Conservative estimates come from experience in the current environment. Because the
behaviors and organization just started using CCPM, there is a high potential to increase
productivity further. The reasons the teams were successful at the current level are as follows:
" Elimination of rework
* Thorough planning
" Elimination of multi-tasking on critical chain tasks
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Schedule performance improved because of the reduced complexity managing the projects.
The baseline schedule performance was 28%. CCPM had 75% of the projects on schedule
after four months. These schedule results demonstrate an improvement that the SBC should
validate in time. Frequent updating of the schedule gave the project manager a real-time view
of the project schedule. This real-time schedule made managing the tasks that impact the
schedule much easier. If the task was a critical chain task, the IPT worked it immediately. All
other tasks, IPTs worked in a FIFO manner. These rules reduced the work-in-process (WIP).
By limiting the number of tasks in WIP, the projects were less complex, and thus easier to
manage. The project manager was able to focus on exactly which tasks were working and
gained understanding of how those projects impacted the schedule.
The critical chain projects began with more robust schedules than typical schedules at Pratt &
Whitney. By following the process of creating a network and schedule, the team had a
systematic understanding of the projects. These teams had a better understanding of the
development process and could make better decisions in executing the project.
The resource management data was not credible. The HPC Fabricated Stator team is one of
three part families in the SBC. Therefore, interview and survey data about resource
management came from only one person. PFMs have their own management styles and
circumstances that would provide different perspectives. Different perspectives are essential
to evaluate the resource management capabilities of CCPM. One data point is a starting point
but the author cannot use to arrive at any concrete conclusions. In order for a full evaluation
of the resource management objectives, an expanded pilot is required. An expanded pilot that
managed all resources across a program or business center would provide valid data for
resource management evaluation.
The resource management objectives of this thesis were not successful. While the data was
not credible, it did provide insight. Time limitations prevented the demonstration of positive
resource management results. The implementation team was able to demonstrate and create
the data needed to manage resources. However, the implementation team was not successful
in transferring the knowledge to the resource manager for proactive resource management.
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There are several reasons, including the implementation process itself, workload, and software
access. In the four months, the implementation team became competent network and critical
chain schedule builders. The team also gained an understanding of project execution
resources, and they learned some critical resource management skills. After becoming familiar
with these CCPM tools, the implementation team learned how to use the resource data. The
team passed this learning on to the resource manager later in the implementation. Because the
team did not pass the information on in a timely fashion, the resource manager could not
properly incorporate the resource management part of CCPM. CCPM demonstrated the
capability to the group, but active management of the resources did not occur. The author
believes that with continued expansion of the implementation the SBC should realize the
benefits of resource management.
While the resource information was available, using the information to manage a team in crisis
was too difficult a hurdle to overcome in four months. The fabricated stator group had too
much project load at the time of the implementation. Work overload was one reason the
group for the selection, but implementing a new way of managing projects while being
overloaded was a challenging situation for the team - one that they ultimately could not
overcome.
Due to time constraints on the fabricated stator team, the only users of the PS8 software were
the implementation team. This constraint made active resource management by the PFM
difficult. The HPC team only received communication regarding resource loads and effects.
The resource managers needed the ability to manipulate the resources and to run simulations
by themselves to actively manage their teams.
In order to achieve change, sharing of information and empowerment was required.
Handling the resistance to CCPM was the most challenging part of the implementation.
The culture at Pratt and Whitney is one that rewards employees for being able to multi-task.
This multi-tasking culture was difficult to change. By empowering the IPTs to use CCPM
to manage their own projects, the implementation team removed the obstacles of resistance.
Culture change took persistence and the support of the SBC manager. The persistence came
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in the form of communication. The implementation team provided the schedule data to the
participants and ran simulations to show how their behavior affected the project. Then the
SBC obtained cultural changes in behavior and team interactions. With empowerment,
leadership, and persistence behaviors began to change. Nevertheless, these behavior
changes are in their infancy. This finding means that the productivity and cycle time gains
have a great deal of room for improvement.
Critique of Critical Chain
The difficulty with critical chain is the "human factor" - the requirement for a change in
behaviors, the learning of new tools, and a changing of expectations. These changes are valid
concerns for critical chain because today's culture is one of "fire fighting". This environment
encourages multi-tasking, long hours, and a "whatever it takes" mentality rather than striving
for process improvement. Pratt & Whitney reinforces this behavior by rewards for heroic
efforts and "mavericks" that make things happen under difficult circumstances. "Fire
fighting" is also a mode in which many engineers enjoy working -- a fact that is evidenced in
the baseline survey results.
The critical chain offers techniques proven to work. It has taken hold in many companies and
is now spreading throughout the defense industry. While the buffer sizing and task estimating
is not an exact model of the project, there are no alternatives that offer a better solution.
Perfect models and schedules do not exist. The project and feeding buffer calculations are
simple and need to remain as simple calculations to avoid adding unnecessary complexity.
Managing each project through buffer zones offers the project manager visibility as to the real-
time status of each project. This systems approach to project management enables a shorter
duration with less risk. Therefore, the author believes the approach is very solid and offers the
unique advantage of task variability over critical path methods.
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Future Work
Industry recognizes Critical Chain as a way to manage projects and resources. Critical chain
does have its place in project management and is a valuable tool. However, there are areas that
require further development. These areas include:
" Iteration modeling
" Buffer sizing
* Connections with Design Structure Matrix
" Ties to Lean Engineering and continuous improvement
In product development, iteration is a variable with which every project manager struggles.
Estimating and scheduling iterations is difficult to do accurately. Critical Chain has a method
to handle iterations, which is better than what is available with typical critical path schedules.
Project management needs to understand and model iterations better.
CCPM sizes buffers using 5 0% of the safety removed. This calculation is the simple way to
size feeding buffers. There are other methods for sizing feeding buffers. It seems like CCPM
could simplify buffer sizing with a few more "rules of thumb". By checking the interactions
and task variability there should be simple ways of sizing the feeding buffers that affect the
critical chain. In our experience, it was easiest to keep it simple. The project schedules used in
this pilot used the buffer size the program calculated.
The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) effectively represents the information exchange between
tasks. CCPM could achieve a better understanding of information flows by using DSM. The
project network is similar to DSM from the standpoint of illustrating information inputs and
outputs of information flows through the project. The disadvantage of the project network is
the difficulty in being able to visualize the flow of information. Due to their complexity, it is
impossible to use a large project network as a visual guide. Visual representation is one area
in which the incorporation of DSM could help Critical Chain.
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Critical Chain project management has close ties with lean engineering. Each project works in
a relay runner approach similar to "one piece flow". The tasks are the equivalent of inventory
or WIP as seen on a shop floor. Lean projects minimize the amount of WIP. CCPM starts
tasks and works them when all the inputs are available. When a problem exists along a lean
assembly line then the line stops. The same situation holds for working tasks in Critical Chain.
If not all of the inputs are available to begin; the IPT does not start the task. Today many
companies are moving to become lean organizations. Educators need to communicate the
connection between lean and theog of constraints.
Recommendations for the Stator Business Center
The SBC requires more than four months to fully evaluate the benefits of critical chain and
more than four projects. The IPTs made significant progress in learning the concepts and
adapting behaviors. However, these behaviors will take time to hone and to fully take
advantage of the benefits. The performance on these four projects is the starting point of how
effective CCPM can become.
From a resource manager perspective, the SBC partially achieved the advantages that we
looked for. While the team demonstrated some of the visibility, the team did not see the full
advantage of the project. synchronization because of internal customer demands. Internal
customers demand support immediately regardless of whether the support is efficient or not.
Frequent program and requirement changes make planning a project challenging. An accurate
schedule is not possible if the requirements are a moving target! Because of program changes
on the GG8 and XTC68 program, the resource loading was not always accurate or useful.
The author recommends a full-scale implementation of CCPM throughout the SBC. The
expansion of the pilot would include all planned work in the SBC. This expansion would
require software for all project managers and resource managers in the Stator Business Center.
The SBC and supporting organizations need training in both the behaviors and software to
increase chances of success. The software is a key part of the implementation because the
critical chain algorithm is required to execute a project using critical chain. The current project
management software at Pratt & Whitney does not offer critical chain as a scheduling method.
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In order to support an expanded implementation a central "Chain Gang" to support the
Project leads in the creation of the networks and critical chain schedules would be required.
The project leads would then be able to access the "tracked" schedules for updates and
running schedule simulations to actively manage their projects. The PFMs would also require
access to all the projects in their part families and access to their resource files. These files will
allow them to view resource loads and capacity constraints. Resource simulations will allow
PFMs to evaluate bringing on additional projects.
This expanded implementation would require support from the CIPTs, aerodynamics group,
and program management to allow the Critical Chain behaviors to allow a permanent change
in culture. The key iteration our team identified was the Aerodynamics / Structures design of
the airfoil. Therefore, it is critical to gain aerodynamics support of the critical chain
Management should align incentives prior to expanding the pilot program. The incentive
alignment should include: the part family managers, CIPT leaders, Program managers, and
individual IPT members. Leadership should add this incentive alignment to the Performance
Feedback Tool as a continuous improvement support activity. The support and the alignment
of incentives will make behavior changes happen more easily.
Note: CCPM could be more effective at a system level or program level implementation.
However, a program level pilot will make learning/teaching the concepts, behaviors, and
software more difficult. Implementing CCPM for at a program level will increase the
complexity of the networks, resources, and behaviors required for CCPM. The expanded SBC
implementation will allow templates and connections to ESW. Pratt & Whitney would use
these templates and learning to expand the project at a system level provided the productivity
and schedule performance increases warrant the costs of implementation. The system level
implementation is where Pratt & Whitney should see significant gains in cycle time and cost.
In order to continue with CCPM there are several tools that are required:
* Plotter
* Projector
* Dedicated Room
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* Training Materials
* Software
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Appendix A Surveys and Results
Stator Business Center Survey - Post Implementation
Please return to M/S 801-27 At: Jim Weisheit
Strongly Strongly
Crisis - An unplanned event that potentially could affect a customer requirement, technical or schedule Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Agree
1 l am aware of crises that have been faced by similar IPTs. 1 2 3 4 5
2 Members of the IPT know the warning signs of a potential crisis 1 2 3 4 5
3 My IPT is given the proper resources to handle a crisis 1 2 3 4 5
4 I must work extra hours to help manage a crisis 1 2 3 4 5
5 My IPT uses effective project planning and tracking to manage a potential crisis 1 2 3 4 5
6 My IPT is able to manage a crisis effectively 1 2 3 4 5
7 My IPT has enough time to react to problems before they become a crisis 1 2 3 4 5
8 My IPT is empowered by management to handle a crisis situation 1 2 3 4 5
Project Focus
9 I am given enough time to complete each task on my project 1 2 3 4 5
10 I begin each task as soon as it is assigned 1 2 3 4 5
11 I have access to the resources and other IPT members to complete my tasks 1 2 3 4 5
12 1 move from program to program on a daily basis 1 2 3 4 5
13 I am provided with all the information needed to complete my tasks before I start them 1 2 3 4 5
14 I am able to work on a task without interruption until it is complete 1 2 3 4 5
15 IPT meetings are used to communicate relevant information on my project 1 2 3 4 5
16 1 work on projects that interest me 1 2 3 4 5
Multi - Tasking
17 I am allowed the appropriate amount of time to focus on the tasks that I work 1 2 3 4 5
18 1 am required to work several tasks at once 1 2 3 4 5
19 1 must multi-task in order to do my job effectively 1 2 3 4 5
20 I am willing to say "no" when I'm asked to work a new task if I have not completed my current task 1 2 3 4 5
21 I can tell my supervisor when I am overloaded with tasks 1 2 3 4 5
22 1 enjoy working many tasks at once 1 2 3 4 5
23 My priorities change frequently depending on the workload of my group 1 2 3 4 5
24 I put in extra hours to meet deadlines 1 2 3 4 5
Part Family Manager Survey - Post Implementation
Please return to M/S 801-27 At: Jim Weisheit
Strongly Strongly
Crisis - An unplanned event that potentially could affect a customer requirement, technical or schedule. Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Agree
1 Members of the IPT know the warning signs of a potential crisis 1 2 3 4 5
2 My technical team uses effective project planning and tracking to manage a potential crisis 1 2 3 4 5
3 My technical team is able to manage a crisis effectively 1 2 3 4 5
4 My technical team has enough time to react to problems before they become a crisis 1 2 3 4 5
5 I pull key resources from other projects to handle crisis situations 1 2 3 4 5
Resource Man-gement
6 I am funded / allocated enough resources to complete each project 1 2 3 4 5
7 I have access to the resources and other IPT members to complete my tasks 1 2 3 4 5
8 I am aware of the current resource loads per discipline 1 2 3 4 5
9 1 have a good tool for resource management 1 2 3 4 5
10 I am aware of the capacity constraints in my group 1 2 3 4 5
Multiple projects
11 IPT must begin tasks without having all the information they need to finish the task to meet schedule 1 2 3 4 5
12 1 am able to pull resources from project to project without affecting delivery 1 2 3 4 5
13 IPT members must support multiple programs 1 2 3 4 5
14 1 can forecast the effects of resource conflicts before they happen 1 2 3 4 5
15 Priorities change frequently depending on the workload of my group 1 2 3 4 5
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Part Family Manager Survey - Post Implementation
Please return to M/S 801-27 Att: Jim Weisheit Baseline Post
; . Crisis- Anunplanned event that potentially could affectacustomer requiremeent technjcal or schedue Man Score
1 Members of the IPT know the warning signs of a potential crisis 3 4
2 My technical team uses effective project planning and tracking to manage a potential crisis 4 4
3 My technical team is able to manage a crisis effectively 4 4
4 My technical team has enough time to react to problems before they become a crisis 2.5 2
5 I pull key resources from other projects to handle crisis situations 2.5 5
6 I am funded / allocated enough resources to complete each project 3.5 2
7 I have access to the resources and other IPT members to complete my tasks 4 2
8 1 am aware of the current resource loads per discipline 4 2
9 1 have a good tool for resource management 2.5 2
10 I am aware of the capacity constraints in my group 4 4
11 IPT must begin tasks without having all the information they need to finish the task to meet schedule 3 5
12 1 am able to pull resources from project to project without affecting delivery 3 3
13 IPT members must support multiple programs 3 5
14 1 can forecast the effects of resource conflicts before they happen 3 3
15 Priorities change frequently depending on the workload of my group 3.5 5
Delta
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